Faith and Learning Dinner Dialogue: Dinner #2 Fall 2018

Flannery O’Connor  A Good Man is Hard to Find

A story:  good, evil, grace……

1. Go around the table and share introductions….

2. Did your read the text or listen to the reading of the story by Flannery O’Connor”…your experience….

3. Did your experience of the story give you insights into your faith?

4. Have you read this piece before? If so, Did you see or hear something new this time?

Some ‘story’ related questions…

5. Is the grandmother's "moment of grace" a genuine moment of grace? What evidence do you see either way?

6. Is the grandmother a real religious/faith believer?

7. Does the grandmother have genuine faith? What evidence can you find either way?

8. Between The Misfit and the grandmother, who seems to have a more solid foundation in faith?